I'm A Big Sister
**Synopsis**

"Someone new is at our house," begins this loving, reassuring look at sisterhood from trusted author Joanna Cole. Told through the eyes of a new older sister, this simple story lays out all the good things about being an older sibling, and reminds new sisters that they are just as special as ever. With an author’s note about what big siblings need—"extra guidance, reassurance, love"—and sweet, engaging artwork by Rosalinda Kightley, it’s no wonder that over 1 million families have chosen I’m a Big Sister and I’m a Big Brother to prepare their young ones for their first big transition.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is a terrific book. The main (nameless) character is a big sister now, and she explains what it’s like to have a new baby in the house. ("The new baby is so little...too little to walk, too little to talk, to little to eat candy or apples or ice cream...") I have given this book to little girls with new siblings, and it has become a daily must-read. The book puts the emphasis on the newness of big-sisterhood rather than on the new baby, and that is a treat when there is a newborn in the house. The girls can really identify with the big sister in the book, and they love seeing that other babies do just what their little sibling does! Of course, the book includes the message that Mom & Dad have enough love for the big sister and the baby, and that a new baby is another part of a loving family.

This book was a gift to my daughter when we announced we were expecting our second child. Prior
to his birth, my daughter was only mildly interested, but after he was here, it became a bed time staple. In simple, reassuring language and pictures, a little girl explains that, even though the new baby has brought changes, she is still a special and important part of her family. I especially liked that the book modeled appropriate behavior for older siblings, while acknowledging the realities that accompany the baby (it cries, it needs a lot of attention, and it doesn’t play). This book comes in a big brother version, too. A great gift to bring to the older sibling when you give a baby gift to the younger one.

I used this book first to introduce the idea of a new baby to my 2 year old daughter. She loves the pictures of the entire family involved in care of the new baby. She consistently requests this book over all others. I like that the author explains why the baby cries (because she might be wet or hungry) and involves the big sister in the daily care of the child. The importance of big sister’s role in the family is played up. The story is told by the "big sister" and ends with Mom and Dad hugging the big sister and her confident exclamation that they love her and that she’s "the only me."

My 2 1/2 year old daughter LOVES this book - it is exactly what I was looking for to help explain her new role in our family as a big sister. She is so excited about the birth of our baby and is eager to help. The book makes the big sister feel very special and points out all of the things that the big sister can do that babies can’t (eating pizza, apples and ice cream, for instance!). We’ve had this book 3 weeks and every night my daughter has demanded we read it to her - now she has the whole book memorized and reads it to her dolls! I’m so glad I found this one!

The Big Sister in this house can’t get enough of this book! We received this book at a baby shower, and our daughter absolutely LOVES it. Every night before bed, we MUST “read the Big Sister,” and after I tuck her in and leave, my daughter, at 2 1/2, reads it again to herself (from memory, of course!). Cole does a wonderful job of showing the Big Sister playing with the baby, holding the baby, and helping to care for the baby. I believe the book has several strengths: First, the family togetherness theme is very strong--the family is together at the beginning and end of the book. Second, the big sister knows to Ask to hold the baby (which my daughter emulates quite nicely). Third, the big sister is reminded that she was once little, just like the baby, but she is now big and can do "big girl" things. And, most importantly, Cole STRONGLY affirms the Big Sister as her own special person who is still very much loved, even though this new baby has arrived. My daughter likes to play, "Where’s the ____?" on every page, pointing to each character and object, and we can’t
I love this book because it’s short enough to read to a toddler, yet not "babyish". It doesn’t automatically assume that the new big sister will have problems with jealousy; instead it addresses the reason she will celebrate having a new baby in the family. It shows the new sibling really involved in the care of the baby too. The only quibble I have is that I wish it showed a nursing mother *and* a dad feeding with a bottle, instead of just the bottle.

Yes, yes. This is EXACTLY what we needed when our friend had a new baby and the five-year-old sister was a little concerned about her role in the family. This is all positive reinforcement -- none of the negative stuff I found in other books like how the baby gets all the attention, etc. This makes the girl feel as special as she is (I’m sure the boy book is the same way) and is presented with ideas for things to do and nice illustrations. I highly recommend it!

bleh! firstly, the illustrations are COMPLETELY different in the version i received than the images pictured in this listing. you can tell my version is old and outdated. this new one listed is leagues cuter. (mine is illustrated by maxie chambliss in 1997, the new one pictured here is illustrated by rosalinda kightley in 2010 i believe). (see photo). so that’s annoying. but not a deal breaker i guess. the story is cute enough. rather enjoyable and cute, but what bothered me is that when it time for the baby to eat, it gets a bottle (held by the dad, fed by the big sister). i get the bottle thing-- they want to try and depict the older sibling being able to help as much as possible, but for us breastfeeding moms, this simply does not apply to us, and is a huge turn off in books. also bothersome, but not quite as much, the baby sleeps in a crib. if these things don’t bother you, then it’s a cute book, if they do, it may not be the book for you either.
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